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Suggested Pre-Readings 

Chapter 11 – “Complexities of Successful Parenting”, of: Webb, J. T., Gore, J. L., Amend, E. R., 
DeVries, A. R. (2007). A Parent’s Guide to Gifted Children. Scottsdale, AZ: Great Potential 
Press. 

 The authors talk about enmeshment in this chapter.  You know that your child needs 
additional support because of her twice-exceptionality, but how much is too much when 
working to ensure your child gets an appropriate education? 

 The authors ask “does common wisdom apply to exceptional children?”  (p 243).  If not, 
how much less does common wisdom apply to twice-exceptional children? 

 Cosmos, Carolyn.  Imagine Teaching Robin Williams:  Twice-exceptional children in your 
school.  
http://www.cec.sped.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Search&template=/CM/HTMLDisplay.cf
m&ContentID=5823  

 The author talks about building a team.  Who do you have on your child’s educational 
team?  Who do you want to add to this team? 

 Which of the classroom strategies listed does your child’s teacher use?  Which could you 
help implement either directly, or indirectly by providing resources, contacts, or helping 
with mundane tasks to free up the teacher’s time? 

Van Gemert, Lisa.  Taught in the Crossfire.  http://www.sengifted.org/archives/articles/taught-
in-the-crossfire  

 Ven Gemert describes the challenges teachers face—how many of these were you aware 
of before reading this article?  Has the author changed your opinion of the difficulty of a 
teacher’s job? 

 It’s easy to get upset and say the wrong thing when your child is unhappy in school, 
which is why the author gives some excellent examples of good “advocacy speak”.  Do 
you think you will be able to use these when dealing with your child’s teacher? 

Wright, Peter; Wright, Pamela.  Key Differences Between Section 504, the ADA, and the IDEA.  
http://www.wrightslaw.com/info/sec504.summ.rights.htm  

 Before reading this article, were you aware of the differences between and Individualized 
Educational Plan (IEP), and a 504 Plan? 

 Reading the criteria for eligibility for protections under Section 504, do you see your 
child benefiting from a 504 plan? 

Jones, Susan.  (1998).  Pulling Out!  Making the transition to homeschooling when school isn’t 
working any more.  http://www.resourceroom.net/homeschool/transition.asp  

 Pulling your child out of school entirely can be a daunting prospect.  Does this article 
make homeschooling seem more desirable, or less? 

 Jones advises to decide what it is you want for your child’s education, rather than what 
you don’t want.  Could this approach work when dealing with the school?  How can you 
use this idea to create the right educational fit for your child out of the resources you 
have (school, online resources, tutor, homeschooling, etc.)? 

http://www.cec.sped.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Search&template=/CM/HTMLDisplay.cfm&ContentID=5823
http://www.cec.sped.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Search&template=/CM/HTMLDisplay.cfm&ContentID=5823
http://www.sengifted.org/archives/articles/taught-in-the-crossfire
http://www.sengifted.org/archives/articles/taught-in-the-crossfire
http://www.wrightslaw.com/info/sec504.summ.rights.htm
http://www.resourceroom.net/homeschool/transition.asp
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Discussion Notes 

Topic Strategies to try 

Finding the right teacher 

 “Interview” teachers, ask other parents 

 Avoid placement with a first-year teacher 

 Experienced but rigid teacher may not be 
a good fit 

 Make a change when necessary 

 

Who do you need to work with? 

 Classroom teacher 

 Gifted specialist 

 Special education staff 

 Principal 

 School counselor 

 Outside professionals, including a 
psychologist, tutor, or mentor 

 

Mentoring 

 What unique skills do you have to offer? 

 Who do you know that might be a good 
resource for your child’s teacher? 

 How can you help connect people in the 
community with bright learners in your 
child’s school? 

 

What resources do I want to offer? 

 Books and articles you find in your own 
research on twice-exceptionality 

 Supplies that your child’s teacher may not 
otherwise be able to have in the classroom 

 Time to do tasks that take a teacher’s time 
away from teaching 

 Knowledge in a particular field that can 
help the teacher or provide additional 
instruction for students 

 

When to get legal 

 Do you know if your child qualifies for an 
IEP or 504 Plan? 

 Do your own research 

 Consult experts, including parents who 
have navigated this path 

 

Is homeschooling an option? 

 How unhappy is your child in school? 

 Do you have time to coordinate your 
child’s education? 

 Are there other families in your area who 
homeschool and share resources? 
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Discussion Questions 

1. What does it really mean to “collaborate”?  Has your reading of the linked articles 
changed your view of what that is? 

2. What has your child’s school experience been like so far? 
3. What are your concerns? 
4. Do you feel comfortable talking with your child’s teacher about these concerns? 
5. If not the teacher, who do you go to for advice about your child’s education? 

a. Spouse or parenting partner 
b. Family members 
c. Friends or neighbors 
d. Other parents with children in the same school 
e. Psychologist or other professional 

6. Do you feel that the people whose advice you seek understand gifted and twice-
exceptional children and their unique educational needs? 

7. What are the best and worst pieces of advice you feel you have received? 
8. When you spend time in the school, do you feel that your child’s teacher, the school staff, 

and the administration are welcoming and willing to talk with you about your child? 
9. If you are unable to spend time in the school because of work or other commitments, are 

you able to attend and help with any after school events, such as an annual carnival or 
family party? 

10. What skills do you have that might be valuable to the school?  How might you use them? 
11. How do you communicate with your child’s teacher?  How else do you support your 

child’s teacher? 
12. Is the teacher open to trying new things that might help your child succeed in school? 
13. Thinking about suggestions you have already made, were they: 

a. Respectful of the teacher’s time? 
b. Concrete and easy to implement? 
c. Cost effective (free), or did you provide the necessary materials? 
d. Based on the work of experts in the field of twice-exceptional education, gifted 

education, or special education? 
14. Were any of your suggestions implemented?  If so, did the teacher: 

a. Use them for a group or just for your child? 
b. Notice positive results? 
c. Discuss changes and modifications with you? 
d. Come up with other strategies to try? 

15. What was your own experience in school like? 
16. How does that affect your feelings about your child’s school experience? 
17. Thinking about #1 from the Rules for the Road section, what does your wish list for your 

child’s education look like? 
18. Would your child’s wish list be similar or different? 
19. How can you incorporate your child’s wish list into yours in order to increase her sense 

of ownership and help her along the road to self-advocacy? 
20. What are your feelings about homeschooling or partial homeschooling?  Do you have 

some preconceived ideas about homeschooling that might prevent you from exploring it 
as an option? 
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Rules for the Road 

1. Imagine the ideal educational setting for your child.  Look back at Lee Singer’s 

article from the Asynchrony module, 

http://www.hoagiesgifted.org/asynchrony_squared.htm , in which the author describes 

what a “perfect program” for her child would look like.  Think about what your child’s 

ideal educational setting would include and create a “wish list”.  Ask your child for her 

wish list, as well, and try to incorporate as many of her ideas as you can.  Keep in mind 

that this is her education, and the more control she feels she has over it, the more 

invested in doing her best she is likely to be.  The list you wind up with won’t be a 

blueprint for your collaborative effort with the school, but it will help you set priorities.  

Stay focused on working toward what you and your child want to have happen, rather 

than fighting against what you don’t want.  

2. Build relationships.  Teachers, school staff, and administrators don’t have a lot of 

time in a day for socializing—their first priority is educating our children.  A kind word, 

an offer of help, or a brief chat about common interests can go a long way to establishing 

a good working relationship with anyone, educators included.  Be careful about 

monopolizing too much time, however—chatty emails and lengthy conversations take up 

very valuable time that needs to be spent elsewhere.  Busy educators may instinctively 

shy away from parents who are known for being time vacuums, and you don’t want 

them to start avoiding your calls or ignoring your emails.  Treat everyone with respect, 

just as you hope that people treat you with respect at your place of employment, whether 

they agree with your work methods or not. 

3. Know your stuff.  You have read a great deal about giftedness and twice-exceptionality 

by now, and you have a very good idea about what the research says is best for a student 

with your child’s unique needs.  Now, take some time to educate yourself about the 

classroom, school, and district in which your child is enrolled.  You can’t expect 

educators to follow your well-informed advice about how your child learns best if they 

have no means of implementing your ideas in the school or classroom.  Figure out what 

is possible, first.  The more specific and realistic you are about what you are asking 

for, the more likely your child’s teacher is to try to accommodate your requests. 

4. Give teachers time to get to know your child.  Parents know their kids better than 

anyone else.  It is a really good idea to help teachers understand your child’s unique 

strengths and struggles, but it’s best to wait until the teacher can put the face to the 

name.  If your child has some immediate and pressing issues, try to meet with the 

teacher (bring your child!)* before the school year starts.  Academic issues can usually 

wait until the teacher and students have had a chance to get to know each other and have 

a classroom routine established.   

*Remember that your goal is to teach your child how to self-advocate, so it is 

important to bring your child along to as many meetings as possible.  If you have not 

discussed your child’s learning disability with him or allowed him to attend meetings, 

that doesn’t mean that he is oblivious to it all.  Take your child’s age and emotional 

maturity into account, and as he is ready, let him be a part of the decision making 

http://www.hoagiesgifted.org/asynchrony_squared.htm
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processes.  This doesn’t mean that he can choose his school, or decide not to do math!  

You are in charge, and your decisions stand.  Give him developmentally 

appropriate choices—does he want to use a keyboard or an audio recorder?  Would 

he rather sit in the back corner wearing headphones during tests or move to a separate 

room?  Later, when he’s headed off to college, you’ll know that he understands both his 

strengths and his weaknesses, and what accommodations schools may be willing to make 

to help him succeed. 

5. Don’t go over the teacher’s head until you have to, then follow the chain up—

skipping links can cause problems.  Have you ever had someone complain about you to 

your boss, and you had no idea that you had done anything amiss?  If not, take a minute 

to imagine the feelings of frustration you might experience.  Teachers are professionals.  

You don’t have to like them or agree with how they do things, but you do need to start at 

the source of what you consider to be the problem before moving up the ladder.  

Particularly if you plan to keep your child in that school, treat the teacher with respect.  

If you meet a brick wall, then talk with the school counselor, then the principal.  A 

change of classroom should be made with the message of “moving to a better fit”, rather 

than “escaping from that witch.”  The principal’s job is to keep the complex system that is 

the school moving along in as orderly a fashion as possible.  Systems being what they are, 

you and your child are the temporary bits that move through—the teachers may be there 

for 30 years.  Yes, the purpose of the school is to provide a safe and worthwhile 

educational experience for all students, but they have a lot of students moving through.  

It helps smooth the path if you are not overly obvious or antagonistic about the changes 

you are requesting.  That doesn’t mean that you should give in—know your stuff, 

including any applicable state laws, and work with the school to make the necessary 

changes for your child. 

6. Offer specific suggestions.  A teacher who has no gifted or twice-exceptional training 

may not understand how to accommodate your child’s unique needs.  By asking for very 

specific changes, you are doing two things at once:  giving her something concrete and 

possible to try out, and preventing her from devising an accommodation or strategy that 

doesn’t work or makes things worse for your child.  Your child’s teacher is trying to reach 

all of the children in her classroom.  If she is not succeeding with your child, she may not 

have the necessary knowledge, or she may not have time to make big changes.  Make 

sure your strategies respect her time—a teacher with 25 kids in her class just does not 

have time to give each child 15 minutes of undivided time each day, or even each week.  

Specific suggestions for strategies that can be used with an entire class or even a small 

group of kids are another great gift for a busy teacher. 

7. Offer specific help.  Ask if you can stuff weekly send-home envelopes, cut out shapes 

for the bulletin board, or correct spelling tests.  If you have time and knowledge to 

share, offer to lead a reading group, such as Junior Great Books, or a math group, if 

that’s your area.   

8. Replace parts that don’t work.  You don’t need to make a school change if one 

subject is the problem.  In Minnesota, parents can opt to replace curriculum they do not 

consider to be appropriate for their child.  The Minnesota Council for the Gifted and 

Talented has the information about this Parental Curriculum Review law on its 
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website http://mcgt.net/?s=curriculum+review+law.   You can replace the school’s 

curriculum with an online course, a private tutor, or any curriculum of your choice.  You 

are responsible for your child’s learning, and the schools will generally not provide much 

beyond a quiet place to work and, possibly, a computer to work on during the subject 

time.  This takes some careful negotiation, but can allow your child to dig deeper or 

fly faster in an area of strength, or use different strategies and get specific help in an area 

of difficulty.  This is also useful if your child has already learned the material—a history 

buff may know the content of a social studies unit beyond what the textbook presents, 

and would benefit from a chance to learn something new. 

9. Don’t be afraid of change.  If all else fails, make a change.  It is your right as a parent 

to request a change from your school or district.  Do your homework and know what 

you want before your make your request.  Have the documentation you need to back it 

up, be unfailingly polite, and keep track of every paper, email, and conversation about 

the change you are requesting.  This may be a classroom change, a school change, or 

subject acceleration, where the child moves to a different classroom for one subject.  If 

the school or district cannot accommodate your child’s needs, you can look at a charter 

school, a private school, or homeschooling.  In Minnesota, parents can choose between 

schools and districts as long as they are willing to provide transportation.  It isn’t usual 

to move a child away from the neighborhood school, but your child is unique, so do 

what you feel is right for your child. 

10. Your child’s well-being comes first.  Teachers, principals, and even other parents 

will question the wisdom of removing your child from the local school, and even 

possibly question your motives for doing so.  Other parents of gifted and twice-

exceptional children will understand—the old adage “grow where you are planted” 

doesn’t apply if the place in which you are planted is unsuited to your rare and wonderful 

self.  Don’t keep your child in a toxic environment.  You make many tough decisions in 

your parenting, but you make them with courage and the best interest of your child at 

heart.  Have courage!  You’re doing great! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://mcgt.net/?s=curriculum+review+law
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Food for Thought 

A Beginning Vocabulary List for Parents Collaborating with the School 

Acceleration – any way in which a student moves ahead more quickly than the norm.  This can 
be anything from early entrance to kindergarten, to a grade skip, to online learning. 
Accommodation – anything the teacher or school does to try to minimize the impact of a 
learning disability on a student’s performance.  This can range from allowing a child with a 
reading-related disability to use audio books, to allowing a child with ADHD sit on a yoga ball 
during class. 
Asynchrony – the variations in developmental levels within the same child.  Giftedness is an 
asynchrony in children because their emotional and physical development may be relatively age-
level, but their intellectual development is years ahead.  Twice-exceptional children have an 
even greater developmental range when their second exceptionality causes them to be below 
age-level in one or more areas. 
*Auditory learner – a person who takes in verbal instructions, processes them easily, and can act 
upon them.  This type of learner does well learning from lectures and discussions, and will 
usually remember the content of announcements coming in over the school PA system.  
(Learning well through music is not limited to auditory learners—visual and kinesthetic learners 
also process information better when it is set to music.) 
Cluster classroom – a classroom in which 6 to 8 gifted students are placed.  This gives the 
teacher a “critical mass” to differentiate for, rather than having to create tiered assignments for 
just one child.  This also gives gifted students an opportunity to learn with “like-minded peers”. 
Compacting – allowing students to skip material they have already learned, usually through pre-
testing.  
Differentiation – creating different layers for a learning task or assignment that allows students 
to work at their own paces.  Teachers are trained to aim at the low middle when creating or 
teaching a topic, and then to simplify for kids who are struggling.  The other side of 
differentiating is allowing for deeper, more complex investigation of the topic, either 
individually or in small groups. 
Gifted – academically speaking, a student who falls in the top 3 to 10 percent of all students 
tested. 
IEP – Individualized Educational Plan.  An IEP is a legal document that spells out the 
accommodations and modifications a school will make for a child who is performing well below 
grade level in one or more areas. Twice-exceptional students are often not eligible for this type 
of plan because they use their giftedness to compensate for their learning disability and are not 
performing below grade level, though they are performing below their potential.  See 
http://www.wrightslaw.com for more information.  
*Kinesthetic learner – in fact, most kids are kinesthetic learners.  They like to move in time to 
music, touch the DNA model they are learning about, and play games during recess.  
Like-minded peer – a person of similar intelligence with whom a gifted child can communicate 
at his or her own level.  This may or may not be an age-peer. 
Modification – a change made to an existing lesson plan, the classroom environment, or 
schedule.  A lesson that is usually taught through lecture may be modified to include visual and 
kinesthetic components, classroom lighting can be modified by draping sheer, colorful fabric 
from fluorescent ceiling fixtures, and the classroom schedule may be modified to have math first 
thing rather than late afternoon. 
Section 504 Plan – less structured than an IEP, a 504 is an agreement with the school that they 
will provide some accommodations and modifications for a child with a learning disability.  For 

http://www.wrightslaw.com/
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more info, see http://www.wrightslaw.com   
Telescoping -- moving at a faster pace with less review and rehearsal for students who grasp 
concepts quickly. 
Twice-exceptional – a person who is both gifted and has a disability that interferes with 
learning. 
*Visual learner – a student who creates mental images to process and store information.  This 
type of learner prefers seeing how things should be done before trying to do them, and may 
create amazing structures with the materials at hand. 
*Types of learners – people aren’t entirely auditory, visual, or kinesthetic learners, but most 
people have a preference for one kind of learning over the others.  Much of teaching is done with 
the spoken word and the printed page.  Kids with a visual preference benefit from the addition 
of models, diagrams, and films.  Most kids benefit from acting things out, taking movement 
breaks, or anything that puts their bodies in motion while learning.  Generally, kids learn best 
when all three aspects of learning are combined into a lesson.  This can’t always happen, 
especially the kinesthetic part, but teachers who allow their students to get up and move around 
from time to time have a much easier time getting them to learn. 
See http://nagc.org/index.aspx?id=565 for more gifted terminology 
 

Commonly Used Gifted and Twice-Exceptional Acronyms 

General Gifted Terms: 

GT - Gifted and Talented 

HG – Highly Gifted 

PG – Profoundly Gifted 

2E or 2X - Twice-exceptional 

OEs – Dabrowski’s Overexcitabilities 

2E Abbreviations: 

IEP – Individualized Educational Plan, under IDEA 

504 – Another type of educational contract with a school for accommodations, etc., under ADA 

ADHD - Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder 

ASD - Autism Spectrum Disorder 

EBD - Emotional/Behavioral Disorder 

LD - Learning Disability 

SPED – Special Education 

http://www.wrightslaw.com/
http://nagc.org/index.aspx?id=565
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IDEA – Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 

ADA – Americans with Disabilities Act 

Tests: 

ACT - American College Test 

SAT – Scholastic Aptitude Test, now called the SAT Reasoning Test 

EXPLORE - ACT's College Readiness Test for 8th and 9th graders 

NUMATS – Northwest Academic Talent Search 

NNAT – Naglieri Non-verbal Ability Test 

SB-5 - Stanford-Binet (5th ed.) 

WISC-IV – Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children (4th ed.) 

CLEP -  College Level Examination Program 

Programs: 

AP- Advanced Placement 

AoPS - Art of Problem Solving 

GTI – Gifted and Talented Institute through ISD 191 

EPGY – Educational Program for Gifted Youth 

CIS - College in the schools 

PSEO - Post-secondary enrollment options 

UMTYMP – Univ of Minnesota Talented Youth Math Program 

ECAE – Edina Center for Academic Excellence 

DYS – Davidson Young Scholars Program 

Organizations for Gifted: 

MCGT - Minnesota Council for the Gifted and Talented 

MEGT – Minnesota Educators of the Gifted and Talented 

NAGC – National Association for Gifted Children 
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SENG – Supporting Emotional Needs of the Gifted 

Schools: 

U of M - University of Minnesota 

Navigator program for the profoundly gifted in Minnetonka Schools 

Lighthouse – Individualized learning,  full-time gifted program in Spring Lake Park 

SAGE Academy – Full-time gifted program in Prior Lake 

D.A. - Dimensions Academy program for highly and profoundly gifted in Bloomington Schools 

CVA -  Cyber Village Academy 

Atheneum – Full-time gifted program in Inver Grove Heights 

Also, check out    http://www.hoagiesgifted.org/acronyms.htm for more gifted acronyms. 

 

http://www.hoagiesgifted.org/acronyms.htm

